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The Missing Satellites Problem in the Local Group: too many haloThe Missing Satellites Problem in the Local Group: too many haloss

Kravtsov, OG, Klypin (2004)
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Primordial gas can cool in all halos where T > 10Primordial gas can cool in all halos where T > 1044 KK

(figure from Barkana & Loeb 2001)
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Crain et al. (2007), also 
Hoeft et al. (2006)

Small halos accrete a smaller gas fractionSmall halos accrete a smaller gas fraction

Often done using Nick Gnedin’s (2000) filtering mass MF at high z

Recent SPH simulations suggest the cutoff mass is ~5 times lower at z=0

Mc



New ART simulations including Radiative TransferNew ART simulations including Radiative Transfer

fg/fb = (1+Mc/M)-3

Mc(z) < MF(z)

Tassis et al. (2008)



New fit for cutoff mass MNew fit for cutoff mass Mcc((zz))
Mc ≈ 2 109 e−5.4 z/zre h-1 M



New detailed star formation histories of ALL classic New detailed star formation histories of ALL classic 
Local Group dwarfs from archival HST Local Group dwarfs from archival HST CMDsCMDs::

Dolphin et al. 2005 and Holtzman et al. 2006



Best constraints on SFH are from main sequence turnoffBest constraints on SFH are from main sequence turnoff

Skillman et al. 2003



Orban, OG, Weisz, Skillman, Dolphin & Holtzman
ApJ, 686, 1030 (2008)  arXiv: 0805.1058



Star formation histories of dSph and dIrr galaxies are similar



Metallicities are tightly linked to stellar massMetallicities are tightly linked to stellar mass



Evolution of the metallicity functionEvolution of the metallicity function
(only classic dwarfs, no ultrafaints)
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Distribution of gas in satellites determines their star formatioDistribution of gas in satellites determines their star formation historyn history

threshold of 
Schmidt law



Stochastic star formation threshold allows recent SFStochastic star formation threshold allows recent SF

Can determine 
amount



Mean age of stellar population vs. stellar massMean age of stellar population vs. stellar mass



Schmidt law does not work for ultrafaint dwarfsSchmidt law does not work for ultrafaint dwarfs
+ our description of cold gas distribution is simplified+ our description of cold gas distribution is simplified



Cosmological simulations of 8 galaxy clusters at z=0 and one 
galaxy at z=4: compare runs with and without gas cooling, for the 
same initial conditions  (OG, Kravtsov, Klypin & Nagai 2004)

Update on (Adiabatic) Halo ContractionUpdate on (Adiabatic) Halo Contraction



Modified model of halo contractionModified model of halo contraction

Standard model is based on conservation of angular momentum 
for circular orbits  or radial action for purely radial orbits.

Orbits in real halos have a wide distribution of eccentricities.

Circular orbit:                                    J2 ∝ M(r) r

Radial orbit, self-similar potential:    Ir2 ∝ M(ra) ra
General case:  

modified invariant = M(‹r›) r,  ‹r›/rvir = A (r/rvir)
w

(approximately correct but maintains the simplicity)

Contra : a code for halo contraction

http://www.astro.lsa.umich.edu/~ognedin/contra/



New hydro simulation results:
Dark matter density is still increased by baryonic infall

Milky Way-sized 
galaxy at z=0  

(F. Governato)



Extreme BH simulation: extending the dynamic rangeExtreme BH simulation: extending the dynamic range

Levine et al. (2008)



Calibrating the Modified ModelCalibrating the Modified Model



SummarySummary

• New dataset of star formation histories of all massive 
Local Group dwarfs with time resolution < 1 Gyr

• Cutoff mass for accretion of gas is significantly revised 

• Dwarf galaxies form stars continuously, as long as their 
gas density is high enough to form molecules clouds

• Stellar populations of ultrafaint dwarfs are still a mystery!

• The overall effect of gas dissipation, including            
non-sphericity, non-adiabaticity, dynamical friction, galaxy 
mergers, etc., is halo contractionhalo contraction
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